
THE PROBABILITY OF 
RANDOM TREES 

BEING ISOMORPHIC



Background

◦ Previously studied for binary trees.

◦ Simply generated or (Biyenaymé-)Galton–Watson trees.

◦ Conditioned.

◦ Examples: plane trees, labeled trees, binary trees  etc.

◦ (For Jim Fill: ORTs, LURTs, binary trees etc.)

◦ Pólya trees.

◦ (UURTs)

◦ Trees with restricted outdegrees.

◦ Isomorphisms and isomorphism classes.



Exponential decay of probabilities?



Probability of labeled trees being isomorphic

The number of labelings of a Pólya tree P is |P|!/|Aut(P)|.



Labeled vs general Galton–Watson trees

◦ Not true for all Galton–Watson trees

◦ … but it is for Galton–Watson trees with restricted degrees.



What do random isomorphic pairs look like?

◦ Do pairs of labeled trees conditioned on being isomorphic look different than regular 

labeled trees?

◦ A multivariate central limit theorem for vertices of given degrees.

◦ We can e.g. show that the average number of leaves in the trees differ:

◦ Labeled trees: ≈ 0.367879 n

◦ Isomorphic pairs: ≈ 0.340252 n



The number of labelings of Pólya trees

◦ How large is the isomorphism class corresponding to a random Pólya tree?



Number of plane representations of 
Galton–Watson trees
• Can prove similar results for weights of isomorphism classes of Galton–Watson trees with 

restricted degrees.

• Labelings, plane representations.

• Need to pick a type of Galton–Watson tree and the corresponding type of Pólya tree.

• Now, both the mean and variance is of order n.

μ σ2

Binary trees 0.444518 0.072413

Unary-binary trees 0.176278 0.025865
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